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ABSTRACT

In many speech processing tasks, most of the sentences gener-
ally convey rather simple meanings. In these tasks, the “word-
recognition” problem is much more difficult than the underlying
“speech understanding” problem would be. Accordingly we try to
develop an adequate framework to focus on a properly defined “un-
derstanding” of the sentences rather than “recognizing” the (possi-
bly) superfluous words. This can be seen as closely related with
Spontaneous Language Understanding and Disfluence Modeling.
In our approach, these problems are placed under the framework
of Error-Correcting Decoding (ECD). A complex task is modeled
in terms of a basic stochastic grammar, G, and an Error Model,
E (taking insertions, substitutions and deletions into account). G
should account for the basic (syntactic) structures underlying this
task which would convey the semantics. E should account for gen-
eral vocabulary variations, speech disfluencies, word disappearance,
superfluous words, and so on. Each “complex” user sentence,x,
will thus be considered as a corrupted version (according to E) of
some “simple” sentencey of L(G). Recognition can then be seen
as an ECD process: givenx, find a sentencey� of L(G) with max-
imum posterior probability. We introduce fast ECD techniques and
adequate procedures for simultaneously training G and E and apply
these ideas to a simple task with results showing the potential of the
proposed approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many applications of interest to industry and business havelim-
ited domains; that is, only relatively simple lexicon and syntax are
needed to express natural-sounding sentences to drive the actions
involved in the application of the task. In many cases, this lexicon
and grammar can be easily determined, leading to very high perfor-
mance for input utterances that comply with the stated linguistic re-
strictions. However, in real operation casual users are by no means
expected to strictly comply with the imposed linguistic restrictions,
and performance often degrades dramatically.

A natural way of dealing with this typical situation is throughEr-
ror Correcting(EC). LetG be a given (stochastic) grammar for the
given task and letV be its lexicon. Each spontaneous user sen-
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Figure 1: General Overview of the Recognition Process.

tence,x, is thus considered as a corrupted version of some sentence
y of L(G) (The corruption process is assumed to be driven by an
adequateError Model, E). Under such a setting, recognition can
be seen as an Error-Correcting Decoding (ECD) process (see Fig-
ure 1): givenx, find a sentencey� ofL(G) with maximum posterior
probability; that is,

y
� = argmax

y 2 L(G)

P (y) � P (xjy)

whereP (y) = PG(y) is the probability ofy inL(G) andP (xjy) =
PE(xjy) is the probability ofx being a corrupted version ofy ac-
cording toE. If a Finite-State Model ofG can be provided, the
error–correcting parser can be implemented as a fairly simple ex-
tension of the Viterbi decoding algorithm (See [2] for an efficient
implementation of this extension).

2. MODEL PROBABILITY ESTIMATION

While the structure of bothG andE are fixed beforehand, the cor-
responding probabilistic parameters needed to computePG(�) and
PE(�j�) have to be estimated from training data. A possible ap-
proach for a conventional error model is as follows:

First, initial probabilities ofsubstitutingwords inV by other (spon-
taneous) words are roughly estimated, e.g., from co-occurrence
(contextual) statistics over a corpus,S, of spontaneous (text) sen-
tences of the task and/or a larger text corpus using techniques like



those proposed in [8] [3] [4]. As an alternative, a (probabilistic)
synonym dictionary could be used directly. Second, initial esti-
mates for probabilities ofinsertinganddeletingwords (ofV or S)
are established from observed differences between the number of
occurrences of each word in each sentence and the measured aver-
age number of occurrences of this word in the whole training set.
Third, a reasonable amount of sentences ofS are stochastic-error-
correcting parsed through(G;E). If a resulting sentence ofL(G)
is considered an (semantically) adequate digest of the correspond-
ing sentence ofS, then the parsing is accepted and the statistics of
insertion, deletion and substitution errors and those of the rules of
G are updated accordingly; otherwise, the parsing is discarded. Al-
ternatively, the updating procedure can be supervised using N-Best
alternatives which are automatically proposed by the error correct-
ing parser itself, so that:

i) the meaning of the original sentence is preserved and

ii) the output belongs toL(G) (which is always guaranteedby
the ECD process itself).
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Figure 2: General Overview of the Training Process.

After this supervised run, better probability estimates should be
available and a larger set of sentences inS can be submitted to
stochastic-error-correcting parsing with, perhaps, less supervision.
Eventually, the whole corpus could be used for a standard, unsuper-
vised (Baum-Welch) reestimation of all the error and rule probabil-
ities (see Figure 2).

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have applied the above approach to a small application task
recently proposed by Feldman et al [5]. It consists of describing
simple two-dimensional visual scenes which involve a few geomet-
ric objects with (a small, fixed number of) different shapes, shades
and sizes, which are located in different relative positions. Two
(regular)non-stochasticgrammars which model this simple task in
both Spanish and English were constructed by hand. For the results,
which are presented below, the required ”spontaneous” training and
test data were generatedautomaticallyas follows: First, basic sen-
tences of the task were randomly generated using the given gram-
mars. Then each of these sentences was submitted to a process of
“spontaneization” in which many vocabulary variations, deletion of

function words, repetitions of words and phrases and, in general,
“disfluencies” of a variety of types were randomly introduced. This
procedure was guided by empirical data about disfluencies provided
by Shriberg [9]. This study suggests that disfluencies in sponta-
neous speech exhibit certainregularitiesand encourages researchers
in Speech Processing areas toexplicitly model them. Therefore,
we wanted to check whether some of these regularities could be
“learned” using the proposed approach.

Thanks to this generation of data, anideal output is always known
for each generated spontaneous training sentence and experiments
can be easily performed in afully automaticmanner in order to ex-
plore the capabilities and detect the (possible) pitfalls of our ap-
proach. Moreover, large training data sets can be easily produced
in order to empirically determine the “training needs” of our sys-
tem. Some examples of pairs of “spontaneous”/“ideal” sentences
are shown in Table 1. The automatic training process consisted in
performing a Viterbi reestimation procedure guided by the follow-
ing convergence criterion:exact matchbetween system outputs and
the corresponding expected ideal sentences for the training data,
and training-set perplexity differencebetween two consecutive it-
erations less than a given threshold. In any case, the reestimation
procedure washalted if the system reached a previously defined
maximum number of iterations (25) in these experiments. Figure 3
shows an example of the evolution of this automatic training process
for a given training set size.
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Figure 3: Training-set perplexity evolution for5; 000 training sen-
tences inExp1 (convergence criterion fulfilled at iteration 5).

The Spanish version of Feldman’s task has29 words in the basic al-
phabet and our ”spontaneous” Spanish sentences contained41 out-
of-vocabulary words, giving a total of70 words (2:4� the size of the
basic lexicon). This experiment is labeledExp1. The English ver-
sion has25 words in the basic alphabet with64 out-of-vocabulary
words, giving a total of89 words (3:5� the size of the basic lexi-
con). This experiment is labeledExp2. In both cases, increasing
size training-sets of pairs ofideal/spontaneoussentences were gen-
erated as explained above (250–20; 000 pairs inExp1, and500–
20; 000 pairs inExp2). Similarly, anindependenttest set of1; 000
“spontaneous” sentences was generated for each language. See [1]
for further details about these experiments.



SPONT por favor se se se quita este un c´ırculo negro que que est´a
muy encima triángulo oscuro

IDEAL se elimina el c´ırculo oscuro que est´a muy por encima del
triángulo oscuro

SPONT that box and miniscule clear sphere are far to the to the left
of of that dark box and that dark coloured sphere

IDEAL a square and a small light circle are far to the left of a dark
square and a dark circle

SPONT un <unfillp> este<unfillp> <fillp> ese<unfillp> <fillp>
una circunferencia est´a debajo de un<fillp> <unfillp> este
<unfillp> este <fillp> una circunferencia mediana y un
<fillp> este triángulo

IDEAL un cı́rculo está debajo de un c´ırculo mediano y un tri´angulo

Table 1: Examples of pairs of sentences used inExp1, Exp2 and
Exp3, respectively (<fillp> and<unfillp> account for a filled and
an unfilled pause, respectively).

Another important issue we wanted to check was the performance
that could be achieved by using an automatically-learned grammar
instead of using a manually-constructed one. It is easy to manu-
ally construct a grammar for this simple task, but this is not the
case for most of real speech processing tasks. To this end, a third
experiment, labeledExp3, was performed. In this case, a 3-gram
Finite-State grammar was trained from a set of5; 000 training “ba-
sic” (clean) sentences of the task. This grammar was embedded into
a Finite-State translation model in order to translate Spanish (“spon-
taneous”) sentences of the task into English [10]. In this experiment
(Exp3) the process of “spontaneization” focused mainly on two
types of disfluencies: false starts and hesitations (simulating filled
and unfilled pauses in particular, see third example of Table 1). The
overall vocabulary size was65 words (2:25� the size of the basic
lexicon). Increasing size training-sets of pairs ofideal/spontaneous
sentences were generated (1; 000–16; 000 pairs in this experiment).
The test-set size was10; 000 independent “spontaneous” sentences.
See [10] for further details about this experiment.

Theinitial test-set word-error rate which was measured for each ex-
periment was 43.5% (Exp1), 45.1% (Exp2) and 53.9% (Exp3).
Figure 4 shows the resulting test-set word-error rate which was
achieved using the models learned by the proposed system (after
convergence).

The corresponding test-set perplexities and whole-sentence error
rates are shown in Table 2 for the largest training set of each ex-
periment.

Exp1 Exp2 Exp3

Perplexity 7.5 12.2 11.0
Sentence-Error rate 0.0% 9.0% 0.6%

Table 2: Test-set Perplexity and Sentence-Error rate for the largest
training set used in each experiment.

The results are perfect or almost perfect for the two experiments
with the Spanish task. For the English task a residual word-error
rate of 0.62% is obtained, which leads to a 9% sentence-error rate.
Table 3 shows some examples ofwrongly decoded sentences in
Exp2. It can be observed that, for the “spontaneous” construction
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Figure 4: Observed final test-set word-error rate for the experi-
ments performed.

on the right-hand side, the best alternative provided by the system
consists indeletingright-hand andsubstitutingsideby left. These
problems are due to poor training of error-model probabilities: typ-
ically, the reestimation loop arrives to a “bad” local maximum. This
should be solved by better initialization techniques and/or by more
powerful supervisation, perhaps based on N-Best techniques.

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS

The results reported in the above section clearly show the poten-
tial of the proposed approach to simplify spontaneous language by
explicitly modeling typical disfluencies, vocabulary variations, and
so on. The measured word-error rate for the “spontaneous” input
sentences (see Section 3) was large enough to dramatically degrade
the performance of any speech recognition system (one out of two
words was erroneous). Assuming that a variety of spontaneous
speech disfluencies show regularities [9], the results achieved in-
dicate that these regularities can be learned under the framework of
Error-Correcting Decoding. Nevertheless, many issues remain to be
considered to successfully deal with real tasks:

1. In real speech processing tasks, it is not always possible to
have the required amount of training data to be able to learn
language and error models which are adequate enough.

2. The assumption of knowing the expected ideal outputbefore-
handis clearly not realistic for most speech processing tasks.

3. Poor estimation of error-model probabilities is likely with
complex tasks involving contrived disfluencies and/or vocab-
ulary variations (see examples in Table 3).

Some short-term developments to be carried out in order to solve
these important problems are described below:

1. To improve the initialization process with regard to the ini-
tialization values provided for insertions and deletions. Some



INPUT thesquare is added to theon theright-hand side of the
small light square and the small square

OUTPUT a square is added to the\ \ \ left of the small light
square and the small square

EXPECTED a square is added to theright of the small light square
and the small square

INPUT little darkrectangle with four equal sidesis far above a
smallbright circleplus this greatlight three sided figure

OUTPUT a dark \ \ square\ \ is far above a smalllight circle
and a largelight triangle \ \

EXPECTED asmall dark square is far above a small light circle and
a large light triangle

Table 3: Examples of sentences which arewrongly“simplified”.

techniques based on using resemblance coefficients to mea-
sure the similarity between qualitative attributes could be
helpful to obtain this (necessary) improvement [7].

2. To train the error model and the basic grammar not only when
the system outputentirely matchesthe expected ideal output,
but also withpartially-correct decoded sentences. This can
be achieved by computing the Longest Common Subsequence
between the expected ideal output and the output provided by
the system.

3. To supervise the updating procedure in the training phase by
computing the N-Best alternatives which can be automatically
provided by the system, using efficient techniques as those
proposed in [6]. It is expected that this technique will help
solving problem 3 above mentioned.

While these solutions can actually solve some of the problems men-
tioned above, an important problem remains open: the necessity of
knowing the expected ideal output beforehand for a large quantity of
spontaneous sentences. Clearly, this is not always possible in many
real speech processing tasks. Nonetheless, this problem can be over-
come throughbootstrapping: First, aninitial system is trained with
a few manually“simplified” sentences; then, this initial system is
improved by using a supervised training phase. The whole process
can be iterated until sufficient training material has been processed
and the training can be considered completed.

Finally, an important issue to be achieved in the future isto fully in-
tegratethe error models learned using the proposed approach with
acoustic models in order to develop a spontaneous speech recogni-
tion system.
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